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The existenceof minimalimmersions
of 2-spheres
By J. SACKS and K. UHLENBECK
In this paper we develop an existence theoryfor minimal2-spheresin
compact Riemannianmanifolds. The spheres we obtain are conformally
immersedminimal surfaces except at a finitenumber of isolated points,
where the structure is that of a branch point. We obtain an existence
theoryfor harmonicmaps of orientablesurfaces intoRiemannianmanifolds
via a completeexistence theoryfor a perturbedvariational problem. Conto provergenceof the criticalmaps of the perturbedproblem is sufficient
duce at least one harmonicmap of the sphere intothe Riemannianmanifold.
A harmonicmap from a sphere is in fact a conformalbranched minimal
immersion.

We prove the existenceof minimizingharmonicmaps in two cases. If
N is a compactRiemannianmanifoldwith j2(N) = 0, then every homotopy
class of maps froma closed orientable surface M to N contains a minimizing harmonicmap (Theorem5.1). This has also been shownby Lemaire [L4]
and Schoen and Yau [Sch-Y]. If w2(N) ? 0, then there exists a generating
set for w2(N) consisting of conformalbranched minimal immersionsof
sphereswhichminimizeenergyand area in theirhomotopyclasses (Theorem
5.9). Our main result is the proofof the existence of a conformalbranched
minimalimmersionof a sphere when the universal coveringspace of N is
not contractible(Theorem5.8). When w2(N) = 0 this cannot be minimizing
for the energyin the single homotopyclass of maps. An importanttool
that is developed is a regularitytheorem due to Morreyin the case that
the harmonicmap is minimizing[MO1]. In our version, Theorem 3.6, a
harmonicmap with finiteenergyfromthe punctureddisk into N is C??and
harmonicin the entiredisk.
The outlineof the paper is as follows: The firstsection contains a discussion of the propertiesof harmonicmaps from any compact orientable
surface M into a RiemannianmanifoldN. The second section describes the
propertiesof the perturbedproblem. Section Three contains the main a
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estimate needed for convergence and for proving our regularity
theorem,Theorem3.6. Section Four describesthe convergenceproperties
of the perturbedproblem,and finallyin Section Five there is a collection
of resultson harmonicmaps and minimalspheres.
which will arise in our constructionof harmonicmaps
The difficulties
are best illustratedby the case M- S2. Here we are tryingto parametrize
conformallyby the standard spheregeometricobjects representingminimal
which are obvious. Firstly,the conspheres. There are several difficulties
formalparametrizationby the standard sphere is not unique. The group of
conformaltransformationsof S2 is the group of linear fractionaltransformations,which is not compact,so that the set of criticalmapsof the energy
integralon C1(S2, N) must be noncompact. In some way it is necessaryto
make a choice of parametrization. This problemis solved by our perturbation technique. The perturbedintegral is not quite invariant under conof the sphere,and prefersa parametrizationwhich
formaltransformations
is carriedover when the limitof the criticalmapsof the perturbedintegral
is computed.
Furthermore,once we have one minimalsphere we have many. Given
s: S2- > N harmonicand f: S2 -__S2 any meromorphicfunction,thensof: S2-.N
is harmonicand will also be foundby our techniques. This is a similarproblem to the one arising from the fact that coverings of a closed geodesic
also count as closed geodesics, although there is really only one geometric
object represented. We can assume that it will be harder to count the
numberof primitive minimal spheres than it is to count the numberof
however,seems to
primitiveclosed geodesics. The most severe difficulty,
be of the followingtype:
Assume that wr(N) 0 and wr,(N)has at least two generatorsa1 and _r2,
and try to minimizethe energyand area of the image of maps s: S2-< N in
every connectedcomponentof the mapping space C'(S2, N). Conceivably
we may finda spherewithminimalenergyand area in each of the connected
componentsof C1(S2, N) correspondingto y1and y2. A naturalcandidatefor
the minimalarea map from S2 -> N in the component of CI(S2, N) correspondingto y1+ r2 is a map with image consistingof the two spheres
already foundconnectedby a one-dimensionalbridge. Of course there is a
map of S2 into this object, but not a conformalone. Thus we would not
expect to be able to minimizethe energyin this particularcomponent.Minimal spheres connectedby minimizinggeodesics are likely to arise in any
method of trying to establish a Morse theory for minimalspheres, but
these objects cannot be conformallyparametrizedby spheres.
priori
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One can argue that one shouldn't expect to findminimalspheres correspondingto every elementin w2(N),but onlyto some of them,and v/+ 7,
is the wrongone to choose. However, it is very hard to constructa convergenceschemeforproducingcriticalmaps whichsometimesconvergeand
sometimesdiverge, and whichcan be shown to convergeat least once. The
existenceof peculiar representativesof minimalspheresmakes it moredifficultto findthe nice ones.
A roughdescriptionof our techniquefor findingharmonicmapsfollows.
We findthe criticalmaps of a perturbedenergyintegralfora > 1 (E1 is the
usual energyintegralplus a constant):

E, (s)

(1 + IdsV2) dut

and checkthe convergenceof these maps as a --> 1. E, satisfiesLjusternikSchnirelmantheory and a Morse theory if a > 1. In what sense do the
criticalmaps s, of E, approximate harmonicmaps? The conformalinvariance of the unperturbedenergy integral and the approximate conformal
invarianceof Eq for a near 1 come into play here. For a near 1, the map s,
is near a (possiblytrivial) harmonicmap s,: M - N except on a finitenumber of small disks Di c M whose radii go to zero as a ---*1. Each of these
disks Di should be thought of as expanded conformallyto cover almost all
of S2, and on each Di, s, is near a harmonicmap si: S2 -,N. Actually,the
process can repeat, with sq near si on Di, except on a finiteset of small
disks Dij c Di, each of whichis conformallyalmost S2, and on Dij where S,
is near a harmonicmap sij: Sa-geN. This processrepeats. There is a bound
on the numberof harmonicmaps produced in this way which is given by
the bound on the energy. Thereis evidencethat in the limitthe object connecting the image of the differentharmonic maps s,: M -+ N, si: S2 N,
sij: S2 --> N and so forthshould be geodesics. The domainfor a map into the
limitas a ->1should be M connectedto a sequence of spheres by curves.
of keeping track of the entire set of limitsof s(,
One can see the difficulty
asa --a1.
One can show that this complicatedtype of convergenceactually occurs by lookingat radiallysymmetriccritical maps of Eq(s) Ids2dt on
C'(M, S2) for M a disk or S2. Computationsalong these lines are foundin
the master's thesis of G. Schwarz [S].
The perturbedintegral E,(s)
dsI2"de is in many ways easier to
deal with than the perturbed integralE,(s) =
(1 +- ds 2)adpebecause of
the invarianceof the formerintegral under expansion fromsmall disks to
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large disks, which makes explicit calculations easier. However, at some
point we need the uniformellipticityof the Euler-Lagrange equations for
(I + Ids 42)Vde.
the perturbedintegral. Hence our choice of Ea(s)
The techniquedevelopedin this paper makes essential use of a conformal parametrizationof a minimalsphere. Thereforethe methodcannot be
extendedto cover high dimensionalminimalvolumeproblems. Nor will the
methodextend to yield existence theoremsfor harmonicmaps frommanifoldsof dimensionlarger than2. A correspondingtheoryfor a conformally
invariantintegralis available for domain manifoldsof dimensiongreater
than 2, but the images of the critical maps in this case will not be nearly
as interestingas minimalsurfaces. It is, however,possibleto approachthe
existence question for minimal surfaces which are not spheres, with or
withoutboundary,using some of the results in this paper: see IS-UI and
and [Sch-Y1.
We are greatly indebtedto J. Eells for his constant encouragement.
We also thankM. Mahowald,the refereeand the editor,J. Milnor,for their
helpfulsuggestions.
1. Harmonic

maps from surfaces

Let M denote a compact orientable surface with a given conformal
structureand N a Ca Riemannianmanifoldwithoutboundaryof dimension
greater than or equal to 2. We shall findit technicallyconvenientto assume
that N c Rk is a C"oisometricimbedding.Fromthe Nash imbeddingtheorem
we know that such an imbeddingcan always be constructedfor sufficiently
large k. Assume fromnow on that M has been given a Riemannianmetric
compatiblewith its conformalstructure and that this metric induces the
measure dfe on M. Let LP(M, N) be the Sobolev space of maps s: M - N
whose firstderivativeslie in LP.
Definition 1.1. A map s e L2(M,

Rk)

n C'(M, N) is harmonic if it is a

Ids12dp. If N C Rk has second
criticalpoint of the energyintegralE(s)
fundamentalformA, then the Euler-Lagrange equations have the form

(1)

As + A(s)(ds, ds) 0= .
LEMMA 1.2 [MO1l, IUI. If s is har monic then s e C`?(M, N).
LEMMA 1.3 IE-S21. E is a conformal invariant of M.

LEMMA 1.4 [E-S21. If s is a conformat immersion, then s is harmonic
if and only if s(M) is a minimally immersedsurface.

Let

c

be the quadratic differentialwhich in a local isothermal para-
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meterz = x + iy on M is definedby
s, + 2i(sx, s,)}dz.
I6{ sx 'We call s weakly conformal if v- 0.
LEMMA

1.5 [C-GI, [L1]. If s is harmonic then

5

is holomorphic.

For the definitionof branchedimmersionand the proof of the next
theoremwe referthe reader to Gulliver-Osserman-Royden
[G-O-R1.
1.6. That s is harmonic and weakly conformal implies s is
a branched immersion.
THEOREM

COROLLARY 1.7. If s: S2 --> N is harmonic and dimension N > 3, then
s is a Co conformal branched minimal immersion (see also IC-G]).

Proof. The result follows fromLemmas 1.2, 1.4 and 1.5 and Theorem
1.6, togetherwith the fact that there are no nontrivialholomorphicquadon S2.
ratic differentials
The situationfor surfaces of genus larger than zero is complicatedby
the fact that they have manypossibleconformalstructures. The following
conditionfor a harmonicmap fromsuch a surface
theoremgives a sufficient
to also be a minimalimmersion.
THEOREM 1.8. If s is a critical map of E bothwith respect to variation
s
of and the conformal structure on M, then s is a conformal branched
mitntmal immersion.

Proof. First we show that s is critical with respect to all variations in
the metric. Let g(t) be a variationof the metricg = g(O)on M. Every such
variation arises froma compositionof
(a) the pull-backof g by a C o familya(t) of orientationpreservingdifof M,
feomorphisms
(b) a smoothcurve in the TeichmUllerspace for the genus of M, and
(c) a familyof conformalchanges in the metric.
to show that
See e.g., jEA-E]. By hypothesisand Lemma 1.3 it is sufficient
s is criticalfor variations of type (a). To this end let dp(t) be the measure
on M induced by a*(t)g and let u be the variation of s given by u =
Then, identifyingany metricon TM with the canonically
d/dt(so a(t)- )to.
inducedmetricon T*M, we have
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0

dE,(u)-

since s is harmonicin the metricg.
Now we show that s is weakly conformalby proving that the holomorphicquadratic differential0 of Lemma 1.5 vanishes identicallyon any
isothermalchart U. Let z be a local isothermal(with respect to g) parameter on the coordinate chart U. Let g(t) = (gij(t,z)) be a variation of g
supportedin U and (g'i(t, z)) _ (gij(t, z))-'. We can assume that (giJ(t,z))z)
g2(t, z) -1 for all
(3ij) when t 0 or for z near AU and that g11(t,
(t, z): Then

dt ig(t)(ds, ds)dpe(t)t=

=dt

( (z)

2

+

+ 2g'2(t, z))(sjz),

|s(Z)l2

2\ (sx(z),
sy(z))
I-

0'

z))2)dxdy

s(z4Vl-(g12(t,

dxdy = 0

g12(t,z)

~ ~att=

z)) can be chosen arbitrarily,
by the firstpart of the proof. Since a/at(g12(t,
(sx(z),s,(z))- 0 for z on an open subset of U. The same argumentapplied
to the rotatedisothermalcoordinatesei '4z yields
(s~(z)

+ s,(z),

SX(Z)

_

Sy(Z))

=

=

-Ss(Z)

S(z)L2

0

for z on an open subset of U. Since its real and imaginaryparts vanish on
an open set, '(t) = 0 on all of U. The result followsfromLemmas 1.4 and
1.5 and Theorem1.6.
2. Properties of the perturbed problem

We approximate the integral E, whose critical points are harmonic
maps, by a slightlydifferentintegral. For convenience,choose a measure
on M so that the area of M equals 1. Let
Ea(s) =

(1 +

I

X(dsz(x),

For a = 1, E1(s) -1 + E(s)

d
dsi(x)))adp

=

(1 + Ids(x)12)adde .

has harmonic maps as critical points.

For

a > 1, E, is well-behaved. The Sobolev space of maps
L92a(M, N) =s

e L2a(M,

Rk): s(x)

e N} c C?(M, N)

is a C2 separable Banach manifold for a > 1. This, and the following
theorem,plus several other basic smoothnesstheorems can be found in
Palais [P3].
THEOREM 2.1. Fa is C2 on the Banach manifold L?2Y(M, N) and satisfies
the Palais-Smale condition (C) in a complete Finsler metric on L2a(M, N)

7
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provided that N is compact.

The Palais-Smale condition(C) is as strong a conditionon a functional
as one can expect to get, but we shall use the followingresults only:
THEOREM2.2. (Palais 1P21). Iff is a C2 function on a complete, sepaiable C2 Finsler- manifold L, which satisfies the Palais-Smale condition (C)
with respect to the Finsler- structure, then
(a) f takes on its minimum in every component of L,
(b) if there are no critical values of f in the interval la, bl, then there
exists a deformation retraction
P:

f-l(_

C10Yb-1

f-'(_ c--,alI

Now we give a regularitytheoremfor critical maps of El.. Although
the theoremis true for a > 1, we give here a simpleprooffora - 1 small.
We use the same techniquelater to get local estimates.
PROPOSITION2.3. The critical maps of E(, in L2a(M, N) ar e C?? if a > 1.
Proof. The Euler-Lagrange equations for a critical map s: M -- NczRk

can be written
d*(1 +

ds 2)a-lds + (1 +

ds '2)-1A(s)(ds, ds) = 0

Here A is the second fundamentalformof the imbeddingNc Rk. By Sobolev, for dim M = 2, s is of Holder class Cl-l '(M, N) c C0(M, N). By Morrey
IMOl, Theorem 1.11.1, ds e L'(M, N). We may now differentiateand re-

write the Euler-Lagrange equations
(2)

As + (a -1)

(dIs, ds)ds

+ A(s)(ds, ds)

0

If a -1 is small,we have niceinversesforthe linearoperator ,: LR(M,N)- L 4(M, N) where
(3)

=
t~~~~Au
A~u + (a -i)

(d'u, ds)ds
(i + Ids 12)

It followsthat s e L4(M, N) Ci C'(M, N). The regularityof the non-linear
equation (2) is now proved by treating the equation as a linear equation in
s with coefficients
whichare H6lder continuous(althoughthey depend formallyon s). The smoothnessof solutions follows from Theorem5.63 of
[MOl].
to prove the existenceof nonTheorems2.2 and 2.3 are nearlysufficient
a
trivial maps of E, for > 1. The only difficultyis that No {Is: M-->
y e N} N is the set of trivial critical maps of E, for a> 1 on
N: s(M)
whichE,, takes its absolute minimumvalue 1. This submanifoldof minima
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will have to be treated in a fashion similar to the submanifoldof trivial
minimain the geodesic problem. We shall be using the fact that the homotopy type is the same for all mapping spaces, fromCO(M, N) to L 2a(M, N)
to C (M, N) (see IPl).
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let a > 1. In every connected component of
N) the minimum value of E, is taken on at some map sa e C(M, N),
which also minimizes E, in its connected component in C'(M, N). There
exists a B independent of a such that minE, < (1 + Bf)' in that component.
L2y(M,

Proof. Since E, satisfiesthe Palais-Smale condition(C), it takes on its
minimumin every componentof L2a (M, N). Proposition2.3 implies that
the critical maps lie in C-(M, N). In each componentwe locate a differentiable map u, and let B = maxX ,, du(x) 1. Then minE < E(u) < (1 + B2)"

in that component.

We need now to analyzethe structureof thesubmanifold N c L 2N(M, N)
of trivial maps to points in N. Recall that at y e Nc L2a(M, N), we can interpret TYL2a

Lla(M, T N) and

(M, N)

TYN, = {a: da

0}.

L2 sense we constructa normalbundleto N,,

Then in a weak

Ul NoX cI TL(IJ(M, N) I No
{v c Li((M,

Y

by the formulae(s, v)(x)
LEMMA 2.5. el'.)

}.

, N to define

We use the exponentialmap exp: TN
e: TL>'(M,

vd~e

TYN):

> Lf"r(M, N)

N)

exp(s(x), v(x)).

L'a(M,

N)

is a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood

of the zero section of 01 to a neighborhood of N0,c L 2 (M, N).

= expy(a, v(x)) for a e TYN, v e 01 ci L""(M, TYN).
We choose 0'X0so that de(y,0):TyND 1)i -> T L 2 (M, N) is an isomorphism.
The result is a direct applicationof the implicitfunctiontheorem.
Proof.

de(yO. (a, v)(x)

THEOREM 2.6. Given a > 1, there exists a o' > 0 depending
deformation

retraction
a: E,-'1,

Proof.

on a and a

Since

(1 +

\)(r

-

1

+

1

-

-

V'

>

> 0

E,2

1(1) =

No.

for X> 0, if s E E, 1[1, 1 + o1,

IdsI2"de< a, and max s - \s < c(6112awherec, is the normof the Sobolev imbeddingL 2"(M, R') c C0(M, R0). The metric topology of inclusion
La (M, N)

c- L,'(M,

Rk)

and the intrinsic topology are the same.

We may
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small and s e E '1[1,1 + o], then thereexist
concludethat if o is sufficiently
such that s = e(y, v). Lemma 2.5 also impliesthat both IIv IjK
y e N, v e ',,)IY
small.
and |dv 2a may be made arbitrarilysmall by choosingo sufficiently
Finally, we consider the candidate for a retractionv: E,-'[1, 1 + 6I x
[0, 1] --> Li [M, N]. Define a(s, t) = e(y, tv) for s = e(y, v). Then a(s, 1)
s, a(s, 0)
small.
y e N and a is continuousif ( is sufficiently
=
=
(y,
tv)
and d/dtu(s, t)
u
exp
t)
we
denote
simplicity,
For
u(s,
d expY t,,-v. Since d exp~,.0,is the identity, we calculate
dv

1/tdu + O(Hv I K.)*du,

2a

d/dtE,(a(s, t))

(1 + Idu 2)'-a(dv du)da

> 2a/t5 (1 + Idu
M

12)1-aI

t HIv
voo)dt

du 12(1-

Consequently, if ( and therefore IIv Iloo are sufficientlysmall, d/dtE,(U(s, t)) > O

and a(., 0) is a retraction.
Let z0e M and q0e N be chosen as base points for M and N. Q(M, N)
maps fromM to N. The map
will denote the space of base point-preserving
p: C?(M, N)

->

s(zO) is a fibration with fiber Q(M, N).

N defined by p(s)

THEOREM2.7. If Q(M, N) is not contractible,thenthereexists a B > 0
such thatfor all a > 1, E. has a critical value in the interval (1, (1 + B2)(t).
The fibration p: C?(M, N) --- N has a section N- -- Noc C?(M, N)
definedby mappingq e N to the constantmap s(M) = q. Thereforethe exProof.

act homotopysequence splits and
Wk(CO(M, N))

= Wk(N)

& Wk(Q(M,

N)).

If C?(M, N) is not connected,apply Proposition2.4 in a connectedcomponentnot containingNo. Ootherwisechoose a non-zerohomotopyclass vye
wk(Q(M,

N)).

Note that _y:Sk_

_>Q(M,

N) c C?(M, N) has its image lying in

to any map,:
C?(M, N) and is nothomotopic
dy(y)(x) 1. Then E,(y(y))

Sk

- No. Let B = maxyE

? (1 + B2)a for all y e Sk.

xEM

Suppose that E, has no criticalvalue in the interval(1, (1 + B2)a). Then
by Theorem2.2 there exists a deformationretractionp: E( 1[1, (1 + B2)a]_Ea-1[1,1 + o3 for all ( > 0. Choose o as in Theorem2.6. Composingp with
the deformationretractiona of Theorem2.6 producesthe deformationretraction
(1 + B12)
aop: EY-1[1,
But

a op o

y: Sk

- - N.

> Er-'(1)= N

is homotopic to vy,a contradiction.
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If M - S2 and the universal covering space of N is
not contractible, then there exists a B and a critical map of E, with values
in the range (1, (1 + B2)") for a > 1.
PROPOSITION 2.8.

Proof. If the covering space of N is not contractible,7k+2(N)
wk(Q(S2,N)) + 0 for some k > 0. Now apply Theorem2.7.

3. Estimatesand extensions
In thissectionwe discusslocal properties. The theoremsand definitions
on previouspages should be interpretedlocally where necessary. First we
note the differencein the roles of M and N. In the theoryof harmonic
maps the curvatureof N plays an importantrole. In this paper the estimates on this curvatureare in termsof the second fundamentalformA of
the isometricimbeddingNc Rk, althoughwith some extra work one could
show that they depend only on the sectional curvatureof N. The curvature and topologyof M do not play a role in these estimates. To see this,
cover M by small disks of radius R on which the metricdiffersfromthe
ordinaryEuclidean metricby termsof orderE. Whenwe expandthese disks
conformally to be of unit size the integral becomes E,(s) = R2'1-'
(R2 + 1ds2)ad/e where D is the unit disk, on which the inducedmetric
still differsfromthe Euclidean metricby E, but the curvaturenow differs
by termsof order eR . In fact, the smaller the original disk, the nearer
to Euclidean is the metric on the expanded disk. For this reason, a
priori estimates are uniformin a > 1, 0 < R < 1 and the Laplacian A
close to the flat Laplacian 82/8X2 + 92/ay2 for criticalmaps of E(s)
R2(1-a)

(R2 + Ids 12)dVe

The two expressions E(s)

=

(1 + I ds 12)('de =

R2(1-a

(R2 +

Ids '2)adte'

are the same integralin coordinatepatches withdifferent
parametrizations.
R2
1a-(
does not affectthe Euler-Lagrange equations, we
Because the factor
oftenomit it. However, we try to make estimates in termsof the energy
E(s D) ratherthanEBI(sD) because thisconformalfactoris confusingto deal
with. The Euler-Lagrange equations (2) and (3) appear in the following
formsafter this conformaldilation:
(4 )

d*(R2 + Ids 2)l-ds + (R2 +

ds 12)1--lA(ds,ds)

0

or
(5 )

As + 2(a

-

1)(d2s, ds)ds(R2 + ds

3.1. Let s: D -N
is sufficientlysmall depending on
PROPOSITION

2)1

+ A(ds, ds) = 0

be a critical point of E,. If a - 1 > 0
c'> > p > 1, for all smaller disks D'czz D,

MINIMAL IMMERSIONS
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sIIS

D,0,O4)1 ds i(D,04)

Proof. Let vpbe a smooth function with support in D which is 1 on

D

0. Then lIds ID,0, P can be used as
a norm for IIdsID, lp. Multiplying (5) by 9 and putting terms from commuting differentiationwith multiplication by 9 on the right gives us

and choose a base point in Rk so that Is

I (9s)

+ 2(a

-

dsj2)--1+A(d(cps), ds)I < k(9)(Idsj + IsI).

1)(d2(9s), ds)ds(R2 +

Here the size of k(9) depends on two derivatives of 9, IA
I
For all p we get an estimate of the form
11A(s)Ij0 P < 2(e

(6)

-1)IH9PSl

2,P +

I

A40,.
I1 |II d(9ps)jI dsI

1)Is

-

!, 2

Now let p = 2. For 2(a

-

98
TS

a bound

on

Sobolev, this gives a bound on

9 now having support in D".
in the interior of D".

k(9p)i IS,. P

H0oooJId((s)|

I dsI

o0,p

+ k(9)Hs
)

1) < c(2)-1 we get

(c(2)- - 2(a -1))I
which provides

IA

+

+

s

(LP r L2,0) on the disk (LAG]).

Let c(p) be the norm of A-' as a map from LP
Then from (6) we get
( 7 ) c(p)-Hws(P 2(S 2

IoP

and

,

II1H
,IA0 I1PS

2.2-<
j2

sI

II2,2

IIs5,

,

+

k(9p)I5s 11,2

where D" = {x e D: 9(x) = 1}.
By
p for all p. Repeat (7) for any p with
1) we get a bound on IIS12,p
are uniform as a - 1.

If c(p)-1 > 2(a

These estimates

4 sII1

-

in the proof of Proposition

We were more careful with our estimates

(7) in the proof of

3.1 than we really needed to be.

We shall use inequality

the main estimate of this paper.

One should note that this is the standard

sort of estimate for regularity

in perturbation

It says that if s is

theory.

close enough to a constant map in a disk, we can get uniform estimates
which are not otherwise available.
MAIN ESTIMATE 3.2. There exists E > 0 and a, > 1 such that if s: D --oN
is a smoothcritical map of Ea, E(s) < E and 1 ? a < a, then there is an
estimateuniformin 1 a < a,
dsjDjl,,P

< C(p, D')lIds

10,2

for D'cz D any smaller disk.
Proof.
disk D"c(

Clearly we need only get a bound on lds
D and apply Proposition

3.1 to this. Again we assume

use (7) with p = 4/3. We estimate the bad quadratic
using

Minkowski's

L4/3(D, Rk)
1/2

-

c LI4(D,

Rk)

for any smaller

1)0,4

term

|

s = 0 and

ds I I d(9ps) II I0,4,,

inclusion
The
inequality,
by
ds 10,21 1d(ps) 110,4
is exact for the Sobolev imbedding theorems because

1/(4/3) + 1/4 = 0, and we use IId(9s)

104

k?

i' s 1s2,4/,,

We have

now put
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(7) in the form
(c(4/3)-'- 2(a

-

1)) II 2,SI2,4/3
=<k' IA IIjl Idsff0,211 (PS 12,4/3

(8)

k(9p)IIds 110,4X3

Certainly lds 10,4/3 lVE(s).
If in addition (c(4/3)-'- 2(a
A
ds
k'II ITo,.1tI 0,2) > 0, we get an estimate on IIqs 112,4/3 > (k')-' 918s 1
that the formon the estimate for E(s) < E is

1,,4

-

1) Note

l/E(s) < 1/2[(c(4/3)-' - 2(a - 1))(kf']AIIOOO)
and E is small only if the second fundamentalformis large.
Naturally the above estimate can be made globally on M withoutthe
boundarytermscontainingk(q). If the normsare normson M, 9- 1, and
c(4/3)is the normof the inverseof the Laplace operatorL413(M)---aL4/3(M)
(assuming &-'udit=o) and k' is the norm of the imbeddingL3(M)
L4(M), equation (8) has the global form
(c(4/3)--'-2(

-

1))

SI I 2,4,,'3<

k'~IA I ojE(s)

II S

1,43:

Clearly,if W/E(s)is too small, this has no solutionsexcept s _s.
this later.
THEOREM

We use

3.3. There exists E > 0 and a0 > 1 such that if E(s) < E,

1 < a < a, and s is a critical map of Ea, thens e N0,and E(s) -0.

In our definitionof harmonicmaps, we assumed that the maps were
continuousand satisfiedthe Euler-Lagrange equations in a weak sense. It
followedfromregularitytheoremsthat the harmonic maps were smooth.
Here we prove a slightlystrongertheorem. We assume that s: D -{0---N
is harmonic,and that the energy Ids 12dle
< Cal In this case s is a weak
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation in L 2(D, N). We will prove that
in such a case s is smooth. In the case that s is a strictminimum,this is
provedby another methodby Morrey[MO1],Section 4.3. He directlyuses
the minimizingpropertiesof E(s). Notice that due to the conformalequivalence of D - {0} with R2 - D, this theorem can be interpretedas a
theoremon the growth at infinityof harmonicmaps. We use the Main
Estimate 3.2 derived in Section 3 for a more general equation. D(x0,R)
denotesthe disk of radius R and center x0;D(R) the disk of radius R and
centerthe origin; D = D(1). We choose isothermalcoordinatescenteredat
= O. By a conthe originof the disk. Since5 ds 2dje< c&o,lim,-0 l
ds 2dfe
S)~~~~~~~~~

formalexpansionto D(2) withS
Wc(
Roos
l(2)
We choose 6 later.

D(R)

ds 2dfe<s,we can assumes

ds12de < E.

MINIMAL IMMERSIONS

LEMMA 3.4. There exists
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> 0, such that if

ds(x) lx I

<

ds I2djt< &, then there

X

exists a constant c such that

13

D (2)

ds 2di)/2 for x e D

c(

Proof. Choose E fromtheMainEstimate 3.2 withp = 4 and a = 1. For
x0e D, definei (x) = s(x,,+ Ix,,x). Then
I

d

2dje

l

~

~~~~~

=I@

/)X0,

ids j2die <

Ids '2die <

1)
/(2)

.

We may apply 3.2 to s: D -> N, which is also a harmonicmap. By the Sobolev imbeddingtheoremand 3.2 we have
max xevi
D 1) |Idi8() I

& IgIds IID(1,~2),1,4&c IIdR1I0,2

If we transformthis into an inequalityon s, we get
?

ds(x0o)x0i d-d(O)

c(4) 11ds

xO)

D(Xo,

cC ds

nD(2 xoO),0,2

whichis what we wanted to show.
LEMMA 3.5.

that E(s) <

.

Let s: D

-

(0)-

NcRk
N

be a smooth harmonic

map such

Then
lso(z)12dO

=.

r2

1
J(Z)J12dO

Proof. Let qp(z) = w(z)dz2be the holomorphicquadratic differential
dec
finedprecedingLemma1.5. FromLemma3.4 we get iw(z)1[ 21ds(z) 2
z

Thereforew(z) has a pole oforderat mosttwo at z = 0. Since Iw(z) Idd,
2 ds I2d~t< a, the orderof the pole is at most one. A directcomputation
D
shows that
Re w(z)z2

Z

S,(z) 12

215r(Z)

12

in polar coordinates. From Cauchy's theorem,
0 = Im i

!z

r

w(z)zdz - Re

This holds for all Iz

5

0Izlr

(w(z)z2)dO

0

(| so(r, O)21-r 2I S(r

O)2)dO

r ? 1.

THEOREM 3.6. If s: D - (0) -> N is harmonic

s extends to a smooth harmonic map s: D

-*

with finite energy, then

N.

Proof. We can assume that
ds 2d, < s (by a conformalexpansion),
D (2)
wheres is at least as small as the s chosen in Lemma 3.4. We approximate
s by a functionq which is piecewise linear in log r and dependsonly on the

radial coordinate. Let q(2-m) = 1/27c s(2-m,O)dO. Thenq(r) is harmonicfor
0o
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and 2-m,m > 1. Now for 2-m? r < 2-mi-1,
e-between 2-M-S1
Jq(r)

s(r, 0) I < I q(2-m)

-

-+s(r,

q(2-m 4')

q(2-m I')

0)

Since
< 2-m}
max{js(x) - s(y): 2-X < x
? 2-m3 max{Ids}(x): 2--m
< x < 2--}

< c2

1ds di)

we can assume
q()

(9)

s(r, 0) < 24cc

ds-I2die)

<?2461/2

Here we have used the main estimate incorporatedinto Lemma 3.4. Now
between q and s.
we estimatethe L, normof the difference
(10)

ds 2die -

;dq -

L?A
r (q(?)
-

-

-

s)z(q

(q-

0) - q'(?))dO

s(?, 0)).(Sr(,

I 2-r m

m

s)dje

The integralin 0 of the boundaryterm containingq'(r) disappears because
q is the average of s at 2-m. The terms with Sr(T, 0) cancel with succeeding
and precedingterms, since sr(r,0) is continuouslydefined,as are q and s.
the limitconOne checksby a limitingargument and (9) that as m
verges and no boundary term is necessary at 2-mas m
-A(s)(ds, ds). So we estimate

A I0o
lo q -

8

(q

,o~oo
dds

-

.

But zA(q -s)

s)z(q -s)dpt by
A,
A

0,9

2'cV

6 I ds

0,2

Choose IA1c02o24cV1 < 6. Then from (9) and (10) we have derived
D

Id(s-

q) 2dte<

(|

-

q

2d)

+

Srl"do)

(

d

2dse

.

j ds l2dre
We may replace the left side by 1/2
se 12de. We note this
can only decrease the left side by Lemma 3.5 and the fact that q does not
dependon 0. Because q is the average value of s,
D (1)

D (l)

(sr=1

qd)-(I

(rr_=?id)

1

2d0)

(2

dr=

d0)

for the right-hand side. Finally, we obtain the estimate (1 - 2a)
ds 2dic
<E ar ds 2do. If we translate this inequalityby expansion and
Do(1)
contraction into a disk of any radius, we get for e- :< 1,

(1 - 20)

5

P (r!

ds de
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<

r

id2ds O

r--1

ds 2dfe.See for exds 2dle? Ir
This inequalityintegratesto yield
DIr)
I
ample |_L-U, Section 9.71. Apply Lemma 3.4 one last time to get, for
0 < Xf,I < 1/2,
S

ds(x,)ix?

<

c 2x}

Io)2(

ds I dt)

This now impliess E L2 (D, N) for a > 1, and the proof of (2.3) applied to
equation (1) gives regularity.
1. Convergence properties of critical maps of the perturbed problem

In the previous section we obtained existence of critical maps of the
perturbedintegrals and some uniformestimates. Our mainresult of this
1, eitherthese convergeto a harmonic
section,Theorem4.7, is that as a
map, or there is a minimalsphereacting as an obstruction. This statement
soundsa bit circular when M = S2, but it works. The techniqueis based
on the type of estimatesused in regularitytheoremsfor ellipticoperators;
see for example reference[GI-Mi.
4.1. Let sq, for a

1, be a sequence of critical maps for Ea,
with E,,(s) ? B. Then there exists a subsequence {,3} c {ca} such that sp -* s
weakly in LI(M, Rk) and limo l E(s~) > E(s).
LEMMA

->

Proof. This is just the weak compactnessof the unit ball in L2(M, Rk).

Because we have not assumed any minimizingpropertiesfor the sequence
s,, we do not know much about s e L 2(M, Rk) excepts(x) N for almost all
x e M. We do not, for example,knowthat s is continuous. It can certainly
happen that limp, E(sp) > E(s) and s C N, Recall that N. is the set of
trivialmaps to a point.
As in the previous section,we assume M has been covered by disks,
withthe disks of half the radius coveringM, and the metricon these disks
uniformlyclose to the flatmetric. These disks can be as small as we want,
say of radius R = 2-m,and we make the additionalassumptionthat each
pointof M is contained in at most h disks, where h is uniformas 2 -m>0.
If we expand these smalldisks to unit size, the integralappears on the unit
where R is the radius of the
disks D in the formE,(s) = (R2 + Ids 1?)Odp
C

D

disk. Define Ea

-R2

=Dd/-.
D

LEMMA 4.2. Let s,: D(R) --aN be a sequence of ceitical maps of E,, foe
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a sequence a -- 1, which is weakly convergent in L`a(D(R), Rk). Then there
exists s > 0 such that if E(s,) < s then so -> s in C'(D(R/2), N) and
s: D(R/2) ---N is a smooth harmonic map.

Proof. From the conformal invariance we can assume D(R) = D.
Choose s fromthe Main Estimate 3.2 withp = 4 and D'
D(1/2). We have
a uniform estimate ds, D1)(1,X2),1,4 < C(4, D(1/2))s, since a -) 1. From the
compactSobolev imbeddingLP(D(1/2), Rk)cCl(D(1),
Rk), it followsthat the
set of limitpointsof s, in C'(D(1/2), Rk) is compact,and fromthe weak convergences, ---s in L2(D, Rk), sa s in C'(D(1/2), Rk). Since convergenceis
in C', the formof the Euler-Lagrange equations (4) shows s is harmonic.
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let U

c M be an open set and sa: U --->N ci Rk be a

sequence of critical maps of Ea, for a
1, s, --> s weakly in L2( U, Rk),
{x e U: D(x, 2-m+') c U}. Then there exists a subEi(s,) < B. Let Um

sequence{a(l)}ci {a} and a finite numberof points

{XirM,

*

*

Xi,m}, whereI

depends on B and N but not on m, such that

s(l)

>s

in C' (

U1=1D(xi, 2-n-'), N)

Urn-

Proof. Cover Urn by disks D(xi, 2-r) Ci U such that each point x e U is
covered at most h times and the disks of half the radius cover Urn. Then
L.|

,rn

D(xi,2 mt1

I dsI

2die< Bh and for each a there are at most Bh/s disks on

which
ds,a 2dl-e> s, where s is the constantfrom Lemma 4.2. We
claim a subsequence {a(l)} c {a} can be selected to converge to s in
C'(D(xi, 2-m-'), N) except on I < hB/s + 1 disks. Suppose we have shown
S in C'(D(x,, 2-r-n) N) for i = 1, 2, *..,
k disks and there are more
S5a(k)
than Bh/sdisks on which the convergence fails. Then there must be at
least one disk D(y, 2-r) in the remaining disks, and a subsequence
{a(k + 1)} c {6a(k)}such that for a =-a(k + 1),
S

I) (y, 2)-

)

Idsa 2dpe< s

is a critical map of Et on C'(D(2-m), N) and
E(it(x)) < E. From Lemma 4.2, &, -a s in CI(D(2-rn), N), whichis the same
thingas so s in C'(D(y, 2-m-r),N). We repeat this procedureuntil there
Then ia(x) = s,(x + a)

are I < hB/s + 1 disks remaining.
THEOREM

4.4. Let Uci M be an open set and sa: U --->N be a critical

map of Ea, and E(s,) < By a -->1 and so -->s weakly in L2( U, Rk). Then there
exists a subsequence {/3}c {a} and a finite number of points {xl, .,
x},
>
whereI does not depend on U such that s,g s in C'(U {x1, .., x,}, N).

MINIMAL
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Moreover, s: U -> N is a smooth harmonic map.

Proof. We use the precedingpropositionto constructa series of subsequences {a(m)} c {a(m - 1)} c {oa} with a(m) -> 1 and sa(m, > s in C( Ur UralD(xim, 2-m),N) for each integer m. Here 1 < Bhle + 1. Choose a diagonal subsequence ,3 of the sequences {a(m)}. Then sp -> s in
D(xim, 2-m), N)
C'(Ur(Um- Uijj D(Xim, 2-m),N) - Cl(U- nm(Ui,1
-

C(U-

{x1,

..,

xi}, N) .

We have constructed s e C1(U - {x1, ... , xl}, N). Because s is a weak limit
in L2( U, Rk), we have E(s) < lima
e1 E(s,) < B, and we can apply Theorem 3.6
to get s: U-* N smoothand harmonic.

We have no assurance that s is not trivial when U M, or that the
convergence can be extended over the points {x1,.. , x1}in the theorem.
However in some cases we can directlyargue that the convergencesa--+s
in the C' topology.
4.5. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 are true and
.
Then sa -> s in
there exists 3 > 0 such that maxxe,(x1,a I ds,(x) I < B <
LEMMA

C'(D(xi, 6), N).

Proof. In a small enough disk D(xi, R) c D(xi, 6),

\
D (xi,

dsa

2_2

A

A)

wR2B2< s. Choose wR2B2<es. Then we may apply Lemma 4.2 to get sa-->s
in C'(D(xi, R/2)).
4.6. Let sa, be a sequence of critical maps of Ea for a -> 1,
E,(sa) < B and s, -> s in C'(M -{x1 .., x1},N) but not in C1(M - {x2, ...,
x1},N). Then there exists a harmonic map s: S2 --- N which is not a map to
a point such that
THEOREM

i (S2) ci

nfm w (nll,

U.a

s~(D(xj,

2-m)))

Moreover E(s) + E(i ) < lima,l E(s,,).
Proof. Let ba maxxeD(x,2- ) Idsa(x)I and xa e D(xl, 2-m) be a point a
whichthe maximumba is taken on. By choosinga subsequence,by Lemm,
4.5 we may assume limas1b"y cx,-.Moreover, lima, xa = x1, because s.--a
Then ia: D(O, 2-mbay)--I
Definesa(x)=s(xa+b-'x).
is a criticalmap of E, and Idia(x) ? 1 for x e D(O, 2-mb). We have chose
inC'(M-{x1,

ids&(O)

*...

xl}, N).

1. Note that the diskson whichthe maps r,are definedhave rad
as a -> 1 and bys &o, and the metric on these disks converge
to the Euclideanmetric. Using Theorem4.4 and Lemma 4.5, forany R < a
Nis smooth and harmoni
we can finds, --as in C'(D(R), N), wheres: D(R)
Since I ds(O) = 1, s cannotbe a map to a point. By a diagonal argumen
going to

co
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for a subsequence s,, - > Win C'(R2, N),
E(s)

+ E(sI M- D(x, 2---m))
f limp_,{E(S,3 D(O, 2-mb,))+ E(s, M? lim, - E(s,)

D(x,, 2-m))}

By letting m->c<-, we have E(s) + E(s) ? limp-- E(s,). But R2 = S2 {p} conformally,and E(s) < c-,,so from Theorem3.6, Wextendsto a mapW:S2 -- N.
4.7. Let s. be a sequence of cr-itical maps of E, foera --> 1, and
s weakly in L'(M, Rk). Then either s, --- s in C'(M, N), or there exists
a non-tr-ivialhar monic map W:S2 -a N with r(S2) C n, , U,,, s,3(M). Moreover E(s) + E(s) < lime,l E(s,).
THEOREM

5. Applications and results

In this section we state and prove the finalresults using the convergence schemes developed in Section 4. In what follows, s is a uniform con-

stant dependingon the second fundamentalformof the imbeddingN z Rk
and is assumed to be the minimumof the constants appearing in the Main
Estimate 3.2, Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 4.2. Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.5
yield existence of minimizingharmonic maps. Theorems 5.1 and 5.2
have been obtained independentlyby Lemaire [L4Jand Schoen and Yau
{Sch-Y] by other methods. Note that some hypothesis like w2(N) 0
is necessary in Theorem 5.1 in view of the examples of Eells and Wood in
lE-WI.
= 0, then there exists a minimizing harmonic map in ever-yhomotopy class of maps in C0(M, N).
THEOREM 5.1. If N is compact and r(N)

Pr oof. Let sa: M - , N be a minimizingmap for E(, in a fixedhomotopy
class with Ea(s,) < (1 + B 2)' as in Proposition2.4. By Theorem4.4, with
M - U, we can choose a subsequence /3-> 1 such that s, -- s in C'(M {x, .., x1},N) with s: M - N harmonic. We claim sp > s in C'(M, N).

Centera small ball about xi in M of radius p, where p is small enough
so x, e D(p) for J ? i. We will choose p later. Definea modifiedfunction
so: D(p) -) N which agrees with s,9 on the boundaryof D(p) and with s in
the center. Let C be a smoothfunctionwhich is 1 on X > 1 and 0 on X?1/2.
Let exp be the exponentialmap on N.
(11)

Then s,

S^3(x) = exp8(x,(2( x j/p)exp-) (x)o sp(x))
s in C1(supp 2( x /p))n D(p), N) and we have s

Recall that for s e LINM N),)

(s)

(1 +

ds 2)Vde-1,

-___

S in CI(D(p), N).
which implies
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limplE-(s A) =E(s ID(p))
By assumption,w2(N) = 0 and sj and so are homotopic. Since so is a
minimizingfunctionforES in its homotopyclass, Eg(sgID(p))? Eg(siD(p)).
Apply (12) and
(12)

2

limg-i Eg(sgID(p)) ? E(sj D(p)) < p2w7 S 1
If we initiallychoose p so p27w ls 12,. < s/2,we can apply Lemma 4.2 to get
close to 1. We
so s in C'(D(p), N), since Eg(sgD(p)) < E for /3sufficiently
may concludeso - s in C'(M, N). Since so minimizesEn, s must minimizeE
in the same homotopyclass.
A free homotopyclass of (unbased) maps fromM to N induces a map
between wz1(M)and wc1(N). The following theorem has exactly the same
proofas Theorem5.1 whichwe do not repeat. When we replace so by so in
D(p), we do not change the map on the fundamentalgroup.
THEOREM5.2. Ever-yconjugacy class of homomorphismsfr-omwz1(M)
into wz1(N)is induced bya minimizing harmonic map from M into N.

If wj2(N)- 0, then Theorem5.2 implies Theorem5.1, since in this case
fromw1(M)into wz1(N)are canonically
conjugacy classes of homomorphisms
identifiedwith the componentsof C0(M, N).
In the next lemma we use the construction (11) in the proof of
Theorem5.1 to relate the minimalvalues of E in the free homotopyclasses
of C0(S2,N) to the structureof w2(N)acted on by wz1(N).Each V C wr2(N)determinesa free homotopyclass of maps fromS2 into N and two elementsV
and a' in wr2(N)
determinethe same free homotopyclass if and only if they
same
to
the
orbit wc1(N)>= wc1(N)y'under the usual action of wc1(N)
belong
on w49(N);
i.e., the set w0,,C0(S`,
N) of free homotopyclasses of maps is in
naturalone-to-onecorrespondencewith the set of orbits wz1(N)>ci w2(N).
We denote by F Gw0C0(S2,
N) the free homotopyclass correspondingto
F
such that
N), v will denote any elementof wr2(N)
w1,(N)7. For G7w0C0(S2,
e
a e wc1(N)
V
F.
Note
for
we
shall
write
that
to
and
corresponds
F,
w1,(N)>
and y1, v2E w2(N) we have a(71 + 7y) a71 + a72.
Moreover, given Fj =
then, since ayl + av9 =v3 we
w1,(N)yifor i 1, 2, 3, with al + y2=3,
ci wz(N)y,+ 1(N)v2. This last relationis the substitutionfor
have wz1(N).3
additionin free homotopyclasses. Define
,
#F = min{E(s): s e F L- (S2, N)}
limq,{min Eq(s): s e r n L7(S', N)}
Note that r- 0 if and only if F is trivial and that #F> E otherwise.
LEMMA 5.3. Let s(,: S2 --> N, a -a 1, be a sequence of non-trivial critical
-
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s in C 1(S -{p},

maps of Eq, with s
a point.

Then s: S -EN is not a map to

N).

= {(d,0): 0 < 0 < r/2}
<
?
7w}. Let p be at the north pole 5 = 0. Relabel
{(, 0): wr/2
and Ss, = v. We compute the variation of Eq,at v in the direction u, which is
obtained by differentiatingthe family vo,,. Here a,: S2 , S2 is a family of
conformal transformations which depend only on the polar angle 0. The
formula for this variation is u( i, 0) = v,( , 0)sin v. Since v is critical for
Pr-oof. Let (a, 0) be spherical angles on S2 with S I

ka,

= dE,

0

,(u) = 2a

2(1

dv 2)a-(dv du)d/e

+

We evaluate (dv. du)dje as
(vosin 0),)] sin Odfdo
12sin cosJ0dod5
jdv 2sin 2, +'dv

f(v(,
(v. (vosin 0)) + sin-

K1

-

.

Putting this expression into the integral gives
0

+ Idv

|[((1

[-(1

22

+ 2a(1 + Idv

1)0 sin2

-

12)

1

+ Idv 12)a +

a(1

+

+ Idv 12)

2)a,-1'

dv

Il

dv 12 sin 0cos Ododo
Odle

]COS

where the last equality is obtained from integration by parts. To estimate
the integral, use Taylor's theorem, for real X > 0 in the expression
1

\)q\

((

+

(+(i +-

+

-(1

\)q

a(1

X)2q

(a - 1)

(a

-

\)\

+

+

(1

-

X)2

The extremal values of the integral are a/2 and 1 at X = 0 and
spectively. It follows that the integrand we obtained over S2
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Si
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-
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Here we use (13) in the last inequality. If ds = 0, s is trivial, which is
impossible.
LEMMA 5.4. Let F e wOCO(S2 M). Then either F contains a minimizing
harmonic map s or for all 8 > 0 there exist non-trivial free homotopyclasses
F, = w1(N)y1 and F, = 2(N)y2 such that F =
1(N)YQW7r(N)y, + wz,(N)y and
#F1+ F2<K#F+ 8.
Proof. By Proposition2.3 and Theorem 4.4 we can finda sequence
1 and maps sa e F which are minimizingfor F, in n L 2t(S2, N) and
.
which converge weakly to s in L"(S2, Rk). In fact sa s in C'(S2-{X,
xl}, N). We can assume that lim__lima ,1Ea(sajD(xi, 2-m)) > z, for if not

r

a>

>

we can apply Lemma 4.2 to remove the singularityx, of the convergence
of s. to s. If we can removeall the xi in this fashion,s, > s in CI(S2, N)
and s e F is a harmonicmap which minimizesE in F. Assumingwe cannot
do this, pick a small disk D(p) around x, and use construction(11) to define
sa:D(p) - > N. Let
sa(x)

u,,(x)=
Va(x) -

v,,()=

x e S2 - D(p)

(x)

x E D(p)
e
x
p
xe S2- D(p)

(s_(x)
(Sao(x)

D-'-p)

x E D(p) .

Here f: S2 - D(p) -a D(p) is the conformalreflectionleaving the boundary
of D(p) fixed. Let F, and F2 be the free homotopyclasses of u, and v, respectively. Then w1(N)> ci w1(N)1 + w1(N)y2. From (12) and the conformality of f
lima-l Eck(uh) -

and

lima-l Ea(s(,S 2 -D(p))

+ E(s D(p))

lim ka(s, S -D(p))
E(s D(P))
lima1 E,(vv)
? 0/6, we can choose a close enough to 1 so that
J

Jfp21

[t'o

E.a(Th) ?n

,(s S2 - D(p)) + a/3

Ear(vr)?< E(sa

and
$F, +
We assume

O

iD

(p)) +

F, ? E,(Th) + Ea(va) ? E(s)

03/3

+ 2/3a <,

+

o

< s/2. It is automatically true that E(,(v(,) > E(,(v(,lD(p)) >
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IF + a3- E < #F. Then F, # FandF, # 0. We now need
so #F1< E,(u,)
only show E,(u,) > ( to get IF,# 0. If we have chosena close enough to 1,
Ea(Uh) > Ea(sI S

-

D(p)) > E(s

S2 -

D(p)) - 0/6 > E(s) - 6/3

If s is not trivial, we are finishedas E(s) > E from Theorem 3.3. If s is
trivial,it was shownin the precedinglemmathat there must be at least a
secondpoint x2 xi where the convergencesar --s fails. Then Lemma 4.2
gives us that lima -1A,(s, ID(x2, p)) > E and EA(ua) > kA(saID(x,, p)) for small
p. In eithercase, Ek,(u,)> ( and F, # 0.
N)
THEOREM5.5. There exists a set of free homotopyclasses Ai cwC0(S2,
such that elements {X e Ai} form a generating set for w2(N) acted on by w1(N),
and each A, contains a minimizing harmonic map si: S2--- N.
Proof. Let Ai be the homotopyclasses containingminimizingharmonic
maps. Let Pci 2J(N)be the subgroup generatedby elements{x e Ai). Suppose the inclusionis proper. Pick a class F with elementsV E F, V X P such
that if #F' < #F - s/2, then the elements {a' e F'} ci P.
By assumptionF does not containa minimizingharmonicmap, so there
F < #F + s/2.
and #F, + F,
exist F, and F with wz1(N)>c 7r1(N)71+ 7w1(N)y2
But F, and r2 are not trivial so F1j> s for j = 1, 2. All this implies$ F, <
IF - s/2. By assumptionthe sets wz1(N)7jare both in F, so
c PF.
c w(N)71 + 1zl(N)y2
w1(N)-y
In the next two theoremswe look into the situationwhere the harmonicmaps are not necessarily minimizingbut may be saddle points. Our
firstresult treats the case where there are no obstructionsto our convergence technique.
THEOREM5.6. Let s= min E(s) for S: S2 --, N, s harmonic and not a
if this set of harmonic maps is empty. Then
map to a point and s, =
S2
a
Morse
theory for M # S2, and for M
EI E-1[0, 6) satisfies
El E'IO0, 2,s) satisfies a Morse theory.

Proof. We apply the technique of Morse theoryby perturbationsE,
from E.

The set {s,: sa,is critical for Ea, E <sa) <

< so} is compact, since

by Theorem4.6, si, ->s in C1(M, N) unless there is a minimalharmonicmap
s: S2 - N with image lying in the Hausdorfflimitset of s(a(M). In this case
lima El
Ea(sa) > E(S) + E(s) > 6s. If M = S2, by Lemma 5.3, E(s) > ,s. Therefore the results of [UI are valid.
5.7. If the universal covering space of N is not contractible,
then there exists a non-trivial harmonic map s: S2 --- N.
THEOREM
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Proof. We apply Theorem 2.8 to get a critical map s, of E, with
e < E,(s) < B. Then from Theorem4.4, there is a subsequence,which we
alc, denote by s,, such that s, --i s in C'(S2

-

{x,

..

*, x1}, N), where ax --->
1

and s is harmonic. If s is not a map to a point,we are finished. If s is a
point,since Ej(s) > c, sa must fail to convergeto s at some points. From
Theorem4.7 there exists a harmonicmap s with s(S2)cln, U <. S,(S2). Recall the result of Corollary1.7: the image of a harmonicmap fromS2 to N
is a conformalbranched minimal immersion. This, together with the preceding theorem, yields the main theorem on the existence of minimal
spheresstated in the introduction. Note that the hypothesison the universal covering space of N cannot be dropped, for if N has non-positive
curvature then every harmonic map s: S2 ---*
N is constant.
THEOREM5.8. If the universal covering space of N is not contractible,
then there exists a non-trivial C~oconformat branched minimal immersion
s: S2 ----N.

Combinationof Corollary1.7 and Theorem5.5 yields the finalresult on
minimalspheres.
G wC0(S2, N)
THEOREM5.9. There exists a set of free homotopyclasses A, c
such that elements {. E3Ai} generate w9(N) acted on by w1(N) and each A, contains a conformal branched immersion of a sphere having least area among
maps of S2 into N which lie in Ai.
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